Easter Lilies

Given in memory:

Larry Moore by Elaine Moore
Larry Moore by Alan Stevens
Virginia Carol Cox by Kaye Cox Andrews
Colette Parker by Anne and Bill Parker
Mary Cecilia Slades by Mary Elizabeth Slades
Dr. and Mrs. Jesse P. Chapman, Jr. by Jess and Jim Chapman
Their sister, Frances Elisabeth Chapman by Jess and Jim Chapman
Terry and Jackie Blackmon by David and Susan Blackmon
Jeremy Maristany by Celia and Jonathan Blackmon
Grovene Dowell by Theo and Darlene Schleider
Marvin and Ruby Gunn by Jim Gunn
Stephen Hillman by Julie Hillman
Florence Peterson by Julie Hillman
Bob and Jean Baker by Rob and Tricia Baker
Lois and James Graves by Rob and Tricia Baker
Bob and Dot Franklin and Criss and Lucille Carter by Olivia and Nicole
Easter Lilies

Given in honor:

IBD Class by Jan Busey

Richard and Dot Hart by Bob and Jan Busey

Dot and Wade Hampton by Olivia

The Staff at First Baptist Child Development Center by Olivia and Nicole